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INTRODUCTION 
This is a survey of current U. S. labor union periodicals.  It replaces a smaller survey that was published at this URL in 
2006.  This listing includes all of the current U. S. labor union periodicals that are found on the shelves of the 
Catherwood Library, School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell University.  In addition, an attempt has been 
made to find current periodicals for the largest labor unions; for all national, international, and independent unions 
that have a U.S. base; for Change to Win; and for AFL-CIO departments and statewide bodies.  Selected other 
Internet-based labor union periodicals are also included.  “Current” was considered to be content that was post- 
January 2008.  “Periodicals” were considered to be print newsletters and journals, as well as Internet periodicals, 
blogs, and organized news pages.  No serious attempt was made to find current print union periodical titles in 
libraries other than Catherwood. 
The collection of U. S. labor union periodicals at the Catherwood Library is one of its most unique and important 
assets.  Union newsletters and “official organs” provide a means to learn about the everyday life, working conditions, 
and hopes for the future of American working people.  A union periodical issue might contain lists of workers lost in 
industrial accidents, information about wages and working conditions, discussions of policy issues and political action 
initiatives, pictures of union members and leaders, human interest stories, and even a few recipes.  Researchers have 
used union periodicals to provide historical insight, to find evidence in employment and labor litigation, and to find 
out if they are owed disability or survivor benefits.   
In the Catherwood book stacks are examples of journals that have morphed from thick, glossy tomes into two to 
three page fliers, and in recent years print issues are disappearing altogether, being replaced by electronic-only 
formats.  During the last 10 years, even the AFL-CIO has dropped its print periodicals and replaced them with the AFL-
CIO Now Blog.  The other major U.S. labor federation, Change to Win, founded in 2005, has never had a periodical, 
but maintained a blog, CTWConnect, from 2007 until earlier this year.  Unions are also joining social media sites, such 
as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc., and communicating with their members and the public through these services.  
For the periodicals that continue to exist, titles are in constant flux and are discontinued or changed as unions merge, 
change affiliations, are absorbed, or disband.  
The listing below contains 95 U. S. labor union periodicals that are currently received in print at the Catherwood 
Library.  This number can be compared with 121 listed in the 2006 survey and approximately 219 as recently as 1991.1
There are many challenges to creating a stable listing of union periodicals.  As David Levine said of his 1940 attempt to 
do so, “Any directory of the American labor press is subject to the inaccuracies consequent to the high mortality 
among such publications.”
   
2
At the end of this listing are three appendices.  
  Thus, this listing should only be regarded as a snapshot in time, specifically November 
2010.  
Appendix 1 is a short study on the fate of the current U.S. labor union 
periodicals that were identified in 2006.   The study tracks the 2006 periodicals and records which have survived, 
changed format, become unavailable, or been archived. 
Appendix 2 contains an analysis of the communication methods for unions with 10,000 or more members.  It reports 
on the number of unions in this category that have web pages and periodicals.  It also reports on the format of the 
                                                          
1 M. P. Catherwood Library, New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell Univeristy, "Current Periodicals, 
Categorized List" 1991. Unpublished internal document.   
2 American Labor Press, eds. University of Wisconsin and United States. Work Projects Administration (Wisconsin) (Washington, DC: 
American council on public affairs, [1940]), iv. 
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periodicals and the number of unions using social media sites.  The website listings that accompany this study may be 
of interest to researchers as a way to glean other information about labor unions.  The listings contain extensive 
keywords copied from the union websites that include union industries, occupations, and companies.  It is also 
possible to sort these websites by membership size category, type of union, and other criteria.  
Appendix 3 contains an annotated bibliography that lists additional sources for researching labor union publications.  
The periodical listings below as well as the information presented in the appendices have been downloaded into 
RefShare and CiteuLike databases.   
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LISTING 
Also available at 
http://www.refworks.com/refshare/?site=010271135918800000/RWWEB1021102688/Current_U.S._Labor_Union_Periodicals_2010 
AAUP ; American Association of University Professors. (Washington, DC) 
Academe 
ILR LB2301 .A3 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=339702&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsres/academe/ 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.aaup.org/publications/Academe/index.htm 
Journal of Academic Freedom 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.academicfreedomjournal.org/  
Actors Equity Association. (New York, NY) 
Equity News 
ILR PN2005.E64 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=292970&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.actorsequity.org/library/library.asp?cat=45  
AFA ; Association of Flight Attendants. (Washington, DC) 
Flightlog 
ILR HD6515.A42 F62 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=330143&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afanet.org/default.asp?id=136  
AFGE ; American Federation of Government Employees. (Washington, DC) 
EEOC Advocate 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afge.org/Index.cfm?page=EEOAdvocate  
Government Standard 
ILR HD8008.A1 G72 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2022976&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afge.org/Index.cfm?Page=TheGovernmentStandard  
Rep Wing 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afge.org/Index.cfm?page=RepWing  
AFGE Council 220 ; National Council of SSA Field Operations Locals. (Detroit, MI) 
Unity 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afgec220.org/Newsletters.html  
National Council Digest 
Current Internet holdings: http://afgec220.org/Newsletters.html  
AFGE National VA Council 53. (Salem, VA) 
AFGE NVAC News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afgenvac.org/newsletter.html  
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AFL-CIO; American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (Washington, DC) 
AFL-CIO Now Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://blog.aflcio.org/ 
AFL-CIO Alabama. (Montgomery, AL) 
Alabama AFL-CIO Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.alaflcio.com/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=1117581d-aab8-45f7-
8061-639557139271 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.alaflcio.com/news.html 
AFL-CIO Building and Construction Trades Department ; BCTC. (Washington, DC) 
President's Message 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.buildingtrades.org/Newsroom/Blogs/Presidents-Message.aspx  
Secretary-Treasurer's Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.buildingtrades.org/Newsroom/Blogs/Secretary-Treasurers-Blog.aspx  
AFL-CIO California Labor Federation. (Oakland, CA) 
Spotlight Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.calaborfed.org/index.php/summary/misc/category/spotlight_newsletter/  
AFL-CIO Colorado. (Denver, CO) 
Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.coaflcio.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=d2c1b7a5-5d36-439b-
9947-4e2f3cbcc290  
AFL-CIO Colorado. (Denver, CO) 
Colorado Labor Advocate 
ILR HD 8083 C6 C71 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=342382&DB=local  
AFL-CIO Department for Professional Employees. (Washington, DC) 
DPE Newsline 
Current Internet holdings: http://dpeaflcio.org/archives/dpe-newsline-archive/ 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/20031210212204/http://www.dpeaflcio.org/news/newsline.htm 
AFL-CIO Florida. (Talahassee, FL) 
Legislative Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.flaflcio.org/main/page/tlu 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.flaflcio.org/Main/legislative_updates.htm 
Solidarity in the Sunshine 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.flaflcio.org/main/page/sits  
AFL-CIO Illinois. (Chicago, IL) 
Illinois Outlook 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ilafl-cio.org/mapnewsletter.htm  
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Laborletter 
ILR HD 8055 A6 I331 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1819568&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ilafl-cio.org/newsletter.htm  
AFL-CIO Indiana. (Indianapolis, IN) 
Labor News 
ILR HD8055.A6 I55 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2028999&DB=local  
AFL-CIO Kansas State Union Labor and Service Trades Council. (Topeka, KS) 
LabelLetter 
Current Internet holdings: http://kansasstateunionlabel.org/  
AFL-CIO Maritime Trades Department. (Washington, DC) 
Maritime 
ILR HD6500.A2 A75 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3883609&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.maritimetrades.org/archives.php?sid=38&s2id=39  
AFL-CIO Metal Trades Department. (Washington, DC) 
Metaletter 
ILR HD6515 .M5 M587 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3148438&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.metaltrades.org/index.cfm?zone=/unionactive/downloads.cfm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.metaltrades.org/mtltr.htm 
AFL-CIO Metropolitan Detroit. (Detroit, MI) 
Metro Detroit Labor News 
ILR HD6519.D6 D48 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3285853&DB=local  
AFL-CIO Michigan State. (Lansing, MI) 
Michigan AFL-CIO Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://miaflcio.blogspot.com/  
Union Label 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.miaflcio.org/press-room/newsletter.html  
AFL-CIO Minnesota. (St. Paul, MN) 
Minnesota AFL-CIO Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://mnaflcio.typepad.com/mnaflcio/  
AFL-CIO Montana. (Helena, MT) 
Montana AFL-CIO News Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.mtaflcio.org/?zone=/unionactive/blog.cfm&listoption=recent  
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AFL-CIO New Jersey State. (Trenton, NJ) 
News/News Archive 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.njaflcio.org/pages/news  
AFL-CIO North Carolina State. (Raleigh, ND) 
North Carolina's Union Movement 
Current Internet holdings: http://aflcionc.org/blog/category/home-page/  
AFL-CIO Ohio. (Columbus, OH) 
On the Move 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ohaflcio.org/NewsMedia/NewsletterArchive.html  
AFL-CIO Pennsylvania. (Harrisburg, PA) 
Pennsylvania AFL-CIO News and Views 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/pennsylvania-afl-cio-news-views/oclc/40518006  
AFL-CIO Texas. (Austin, TX) 
Texas AFL-CIO News 
ILR HD8055.A6 T45 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3445665&DB=local  
AFL-CIO Union Label and Service Trades Department. (Washington, DC) 
Label letter 
ILR HD8055.A5 L11 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=319822&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.unionlabel.org/index.cfm?zone=/unionactive/doc_page.cfm&pageID=1236 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.unionlabel.org/label_letter.jsp 
UL & STD From the President 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.unionlabel.org/index.cfm 
AFL-CIO Virginia State. (Richmond, VA) 
Virginia AFL-CIO News Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://virginiaaflcio.wordpress.com/  
AFL-CIO West Virginia. (Charleston, WV) 
One Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.wvaflcio.org/one_voice/index.html  
AFL-CIO Wisconsin State. (Milwaukee, WI) 
Wisconsin State AFL-CIO Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://wisaflcio.typepad.com/  
AFL-CIO Wyoming. (Cheyenne, WY) 
Union City News 
Current Internet holdings: https://www.thedatabank.com/dpg/366/personal2.asp?formid=signup  
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AFM ; American Federation of Musicians. (New York, NY) 
International Musician 
ILR HD6350.M98 A51 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=370381&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afm.org/im/international-musician-magazine  
AFM Local 325 ; Musicians Association of San Diego County. (San Diego, CA) 
San Diego Sound Post 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/san-diego-sound-post/oclc/4732449  
AFM Local 47 ; Professional Musicians Local 47. (Los Angeles, CA) 
Overture 
ILR ML1 .O96 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=320547&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.promusic47.org/overturearchives.htm  
AFM Local 802 ; Associated Musicians of Greater New York. (New York, NY) 
Allegro 
ILR HD8039.M98 A42 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=317905&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local802afm.org/publications.cfm  
Bill Crow's Band Room 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local802afm.org/publications.cfm  
AFSA ; American Federation of School Administrators. (Washington, DC) 
AFSA Administrator; School Administrator 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=5429999&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://web.admin.org/sites/main/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=0d5de34e-
a5f3-4c19-8280-95491e230af6  
AFSA Local 1 ; Council of School Supervisiors and Administrators ; CSA. (Brooklyn, NY) 
CSA News 
ILR LB2844.63 U62 N52 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1805246&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.csa-nyc.org/press/csa-news 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.csa-nyc.org/nw/nwletter.php 
AFSA Local 2 ; Chicago Principals and Administrators Association. (Chicago, IL) 
Lamp 
Current Internet holdings: https://www.mycpaa.org/cpaa/newsletter.aspx  
AFSA ; American Foreign Service Association. (Washington, DC) 
Foreign Service Journal 
Olin JX1 .A51 + 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=365126&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afsa.org/fsj/  
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AFSCME ; American Federation of State,County and Municipal Employees. (Washington, DC) 
AFSCME Corrections United 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme.org/publications/1782.cfm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.afscme.org/publications/acunews/acuarch.htm  
AFSCME Legislation Weekly Report 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme.org/legislation-politics/10079.cfm 
Archive: http://www.afscme.org/action/weekly_reports/lwrarch.htm 
AFSCME Works (formerly Public Employee) 
ILR HD8008.A1 A53 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3434589&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme.org/publications/3595.cfm  
Prime Time 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.afscme.org/publications/5236.cfmhttp://www.afscme.org/publications/5236.cfm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.afscme.org/publications/primetime/ptarch.htm 
AFSCME Council 1 ; New Jersey Administrative Legislative Council 1. (Trenton, NJ) 
Council 1 Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://afscmenj.com/index.php?option=com_sfg&formid=9><font face=  
AFSCME Council 13 ; Pennsylvania Public Employees. (Harrisburg, PA) 
Council 13 Connection 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme13.org/resources/PEP.htm  
News Archive 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme13.org/History/NewsArchives.htm 
AFSCME Council 1707 ; Community and Social Agency Employees Union. (New York, NY) 
Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.dc1707.net/news.htm  
AFSCME Council 2 ; Washington State Council. (Everett, WA) 
County and City Employee 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.council2.com/newspapers/  
AFSCME Council 25 ; Michigan Council. (Lansing, MI) 
Michigan AFSCME News 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://laborweb.afscme.org/sites/MI_C_25/index.cfm?action=article&articleID=60bbf31c-8f0a-4370-968a-
0ad63f4c5520 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.nyguild.org/LOCAL3News/GuildNews.htm  
AFSCME Council 28 ; Washington Federation of State Employees. (Olympia, WA) 
Federation Hotline Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://wfse.blogspot.com/  
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AFSCME Council 4 ; Connecticut and Special District Employees. (New Britain, CT) 
4-Word 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.council4.org/index.cfm?action=article&articleID=e8f07be3-a241-4f2d-
901a-53562ce188b3  
AFSCME Council 40 ; Wisconsin State Council. (Madison, WI) 
AFSCME Council 73 Legislative Watch 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme73.org/index.php/category/legislative-blog/ 
Analyze This! 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme40.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=2b0ec378-ddba-4f2e-
882c-fd3bb0ef388e  
Executive Director's Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme73.org/index.php/category/executive-directors-blog/  
Leadership Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme40.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=2b0ec378-ddba-4f2e-
882c-fd3bb0ef388e 
Officer's Message 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme40.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=2b0ec378-ddba-4f2e-
882c-fd3bb0ef388e  
Legislative Alert/Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme40.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=2b0ec378-ddba-4f2e-
882c-fd3bb0ef388e 
AFSCME Council 5 ; Minnesota Council. (St. Paul, MN) 
Stepping Up 
Current Internet holdings: http://afscmemn.org/minnesota-afscme-council-5-magazine-now-line%21  
AFSCME Council 61 ; Iowa Public Employees. (Des Moines, IA) 
AFSCME Iowa Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://locals.afscmeiowa.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=2b0ec378-ddba-
4f2e-882c-fd3bb0ef388e  
AFSCME Council 62 ; Indiana and Kentucky. (Indianapolis, IN) 
Council 62 News 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.afscmecn62.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=COUNCIL206220NEWS  
AFSCME Council 67 ; Maryland Council AFSCME. (Baltimore, MD) 
AFSCME Public Employee Council 67 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme67.org/member-resource-center/newsletter/  
AFSCME Council 73 ; New Jersey Council AFSCME. (Hamilton, NJ) 
Executive Director's Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme73.org/index.php/category/executive-directors-blog/  
Legislative Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme73.org/index.php/category/legislative-blog/  
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AFSCME Council 75 Oregon. (Salem, OR) 
President's Blog 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.oregonafscme.com/?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=President27s20Blog  
AFSCME Council 93. (Boston, MA) 
AFSCME 93 News 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/afscme-93-news/oclc/45383677  
AFSCME District 1199 C ; National Union of Hospital and Health Care Employees ; NUHHCE. (Philadelphia, PA) 
Voice of 1199C 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.1199cnuhhce.org/1199c/site/home.html  
AFSCME District 1199 J ; National Union of Hospital and Health Care Employees ; NUHHCE. (Newark, NJ) 
NUHHCE News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nuhhce.org/page6.html  
AFSCME District Council 37 ; DC 37. (New York, NY) 
Public Employee Press 
ILR HD8011.N53 S76 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=352147&DB=local  
AFSCME Local 1000 ; Civil Service Employees Association. (Albany, NY) 
Work force 
ILR HD8011 .N53 P97 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3309070&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.csealocal1000.org/work_force_archive_2009.php 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/20060622172447/http://www.cseaebf.com/newsletter/newsletter.cfm 
AFSCME Local 11 ; Ohio Civil Service Employees Association ; OCSEA. (Westerville, OH) 
News Archive 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ocsea.org/politicalaction/archive.asp  
AFSCME Local 2626 ; Librarians' Guild. (Los Angeles, CA) 
Communicator 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.librariansguild.org/id10.html  
AFSCME Local 371 ; Social Service Employees Union ; SSEU. (New York, NY) 
Current Union News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.sseu371.org/ 
Unionist 
ILR HD8012.N4 U58 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1007890&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.sseu371.org/unionist 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.sseu371.org/news/unionist/index.php 
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AFSCME Local 4 ; Ohio Association of Public School Employees. (Columbus, OH) 
OAPSE News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.oapse.org/cgi-bin/start.cgi/publications_b.html  
AFSCME United Domestic Workers of America ; UDWA ; AFSCME Local 3930. (San Diego, CA) 
UDW Newsletter; Caregiver 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.udwa.org/udw_news.htm  
AFT ; American Federation of Teachers. (Washington, DC) 
American Educator 
ILR L11 .A51 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=340844&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/ae/issues.cfm  
American Teacher 
ILR L11 .A53 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3075524&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/at/issues.cfm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/20070706131134/www.aft.org/pubs-
reports/american_teacher/issues.htm  
Healthwire 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/hw/issues.cfm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http:/www.aft.org/pubs-
reports/healthwire/issues/septoct05/index.htm  
On Campus 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/pea/issues.cfm  
Public Employee Advocate 
ILR HD8005.2.U6 P98 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=5453868&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/index.cfm  
PSRP Reporter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/rep/issues.cfm 
AFT California Federation of Teachers. (Sacramento, CA) 
California Teacher 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cft.org/index.php/publications/newsletters/california-teacher.html  
CCC Perspective; California Community College Perspective 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cft.org/index.php/community-college/70-the-ccc-perspective-official-
publication-of-the-ccc-.html  
Part timer 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cft.org/index.php/publications/newsletters/part-timer.html 
UC-AFT Perspective 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ucaft.org/content/perspective-archive  
AFT Connecticut State Federation. (Rocky Hill, CT) 
State of the Union 
Current Internet holdings: http://ct.aft.org/index.cfm?action=article&articleID=e1128146-9fcd-4906-9013-
b0b6fceea223  
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AFT Detroit ; Detroit Federation of Teachers. (Detroit, MI) 
Detroit Teacher 
ILR HD8039.S34 D48 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=319508&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://mi.aft.org/dft231/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=ddc5f008-3872-4fe5-
b490-ce9f1ff0da6a 
Archive: http://www.dft231.com/det_teacher.htm 
AFT Local 2 ; United Federation of Teachers ; New York City Teachers. (New York, NY) 
EdWize 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.edwize.org/  
AFT Local 2334 ; Professional Staff Congress,City University of New York ; PSC/CUNY. (New York, NY) 
Clarion 
ILR LB1778 .N53 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4003626&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.psc-cuny.org/communications.htm  
AFT Local 481 ; Newark Teachers Union. (Newark, NJ) 
NTU Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ntuaft.com/wordpress/  
AFT Local 6732 ; Oregon School Employees Association ; OSEA. (Salem, OR) 
OSEA Journal; Oregon School Employees Association Journal 
ILR LB 2844.2 O66 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=335378&DB=local  
AFT Ohio ; Ohio Federation of Teachers ; OFT/AFT ; AFT Local 8033. (Columbus, OH) 
OFT Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://oh.aft.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=cc73f232-b748-4299-8a60-
dc6e10e621c4  
Ohio Teacher 
Current Internet holdings: http://oh.aft.org/index.cfm?action=cat&categoryID=0b39bb32-17dd-406a-a0b0-
e0fff22914f0  
AFT Massachusetts. (Boston, MA) 
Advocate 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aftma.net/advocate.html  
AFT Michigan. (Detroit, MI) 
AFT Michigan Forum 
Current Internet holdings: http://aftmichigan.org/aboutus/publications.html  
Capital Report 
Current Internet holdings: http://aftmichigan.org/takeaction/capitol/index.html  
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AFT Rhode Island ; Rhode Island Federation of Teachers and Health Professionals. (Providence, RI)  
Federationist 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.rifthp.org/node/84  
Smith Hill Report 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.rifthp.org/SmithHillReportArchives  
AFT Texas ; Texas AFT. (Austin, TX) 
PSRP Report 
Current Internet holdings: http://tx.aft.org/index.cfm?action=article&articleID=83f4502b-5b03-4ba3-9ea1-
39c2b1e58a5a  
Texas Teacher Magazine 
Current Internet holdings: http://tx.aft.org/index.cfm?action=article&articleID=4ecf1b37-08a8-4d51-a6af-
4929494c5fe5  
AFTRA ; American Federation of Television and Radio Artists. (New York; Los Angeles, NY; CA) 
AFTRA Magazine 
ILR HD6515.A22 A11 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1364497&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aftra.com/C46C576B1C6D4BAA91FAC23B19CA6D0A.htm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.aftra.org/news/magazine.htm 
AFTRA New York Local. (New York, NY) 
Stand By! NY 
ILR HD6515.A22 N53 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=346389&DB=local  
ALPA ; Air Line Pilots Association. (Washington, DC) 
Air Line Pilot 
ILR TL501 .A5537 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=318844&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.alpa.org/Home/AirLinePilotmagazine/tabid/2268/Default.aspx 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/20061206052313/http://www.alpa.org/?tabid=122 
AMFA ; Aircraft Mechanics Fraternal Organization. (Aurora, CO) 
Grapevine Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://amfanational.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=426&Itemid=61http://amfanational.o
rg/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=426&Itemid=61 
Archive: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20080305064846/http://amfanational.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=
view&id=426&Itemid=61 
ANA: American Nurses Association. (Silver Spring, MD) 
American Nurse; The American Nurse; TAN 
ILR RT4.A51 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=117056&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nursingworld.org/tan  
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American Nurse Today 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/ANAMarketplace/ANAPeriodicals/AmericanNurseToday/A
rchive.aspx  
Online Journal of Issues in Nursing 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/ANAMarketplace/ANAPeriodicals/OJIN/TableofContents.a
spxhttp://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/ANAMarketplace/ANAPeriodicals/OJIN/TableofConten
ts.aspx  
APA ; Allied Pilots Association ; American Airline Pilots. (Fort Worth, TX) 
Flightline Magazine 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.alliedpilots.org/Public/Publications/Flightline/flightline.asp  
APWU ; American Postal Workers Union. (Washington, DC) 
American Postal Worker 
ILR HE6499.A51 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=348344&DB=local  
APWU News; APWU News Service 
ILR HD6515.P7 A52 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=346132&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.apwu.org/news/nsb/index.htm  
Association of Civilian Technicians. (Woodbridge, VA) 
Technician Newspaper 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.actnat.com/   (Requires member log-in) 
Association of Professional Flight Attendants ; APFA. (Euless, TX) 
APFA Hotline 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.apfa.org/content/section/230/625/  
Skyward 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.apfa.org/content/section/230/625/  
ATDD ; American Train Dispatchers Association. (Cleveland, OH) 
Train Dispatcher 
ILR HD6500.T3 T7 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=343435&DB=local  
ATU ; Amalgamated Transit Union. (Washington, DC) 
In Transit 
ILR HD6350.T7 I35 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=319962&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.atu.org/content/in_transit/  
ATU Local Division 1181. (Ozone Park, NY) 
1181 On the Move 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.atu1181.org/newsletter.asp  
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AWPPW ; Association of Western Pulp and Paper Workers. (Portland, OR) 
Rebel 
ILR HD6515.P33 R28 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=345894&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.awppw.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=The20REBEL20AWPPW20Newsletter  
BAC ; International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers. (Washington, DC) 
Journal; BAC Journal 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.bacweb.org/journal/archive.php  
BCTC M L King County Labor Council. (Seattle, WA) 
M L King County e-Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.mlkclc.org/index.cfm  
BCTC Michigan Building and Construction Trades Council. (Lansing, MI) 
Building Tradesman 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.michiganbuildingtrades.org/newspaper.html  
BCTC West Central Illinois. (Peoria, IL) 
Labor Paper 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.westcentralbtc.org/labor%20paper%20issues.htm  
BCTGM ; Bakery Confectionery Tobacco Workers and Grain Millers International Union. (Kensington, MD) 
BCTGM News 
ILR HD6515.B2 B16 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3482499&DB=local Cornell 
Holdings 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.bctgm.org/news/BCTGM%20News/magazinenews.htm  
BLE ; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. (Cleveland, OH) 
Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen Journal 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ble-t.org/pr/journal/ 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.ble.org/pr/journal/ 
Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ble.org/pr/newsletter/  
BMWE ; Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees. (Southfield, MI) 
BMWED Journal 
ILR HD6350.R43 R15 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1576925&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.bmwe.org/journalarchive.shtmhttp://www.bmwe.org/journalarchive.shtm  
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Boilermakers ; International Brotherhood of Boilermakers ; International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship 
Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers,and Helpers. (Kansas City, KS) 
Boilermaker Reporter 
ILR HD6515.B6 B67 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1743536&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.boilermakers.org/6-Reporter/6-index.html  
BRS ; Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen. (Front Royal, VA) 
Signalmans Journal 
ILR HD6350.R39 S5 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=351766&DB=local  
California School Employees Association ; CSEA. (San Jose, CA) 
Focus Magazine 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://members.csea.com/memberHome/MemberHome/memberLogin/tabid/96/Default.aspx?returnurl=/me
mberHome/MemberResources/Periodicals/FocusMagazine/tabid/288/Default.aspx (Requires member login) 
Carpenters ; United Brotherhood of Carpenters ; United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America. 
(Washington, DC) 
Carpenter 
ILR HD6350.C2 C29 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=350997&DB=local 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.carpenters.org/carpentermag/index.html 
Carpenters Chicago Regional Council of Carpenters. (Chicago, IL) 
Carpenter's Forum 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.carpentersunion.org/site/epage/83071_837.htm  
Carpenters District Council 4112 ; New York City & Vicinity 4112. (New York, NY) 
Carpenter, New York City District Council of Carpenters 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nycdistrictcouncil.com/  
Carpenters' District Council of Greater St. Louis and Vicinity. (St. Louis, MO) 
Cutting Edge 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.carpdc.org/News/CuttingEdgeDownload.aspx  
Carpenters Empire State Regional Council. (Hawthorne, NY) 
Empire State Council eMagazine 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.empirestatecarpenters.org/pages/news/publications.html  
Carpenters Industrial Council ; CIC. (Portland, OR) 
Union Register 
ILR HD6500.U58 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=347874&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cic-ubc.org/newsletters/newsletter.htm  
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Carpenters Mid-Atlantic Regional Council. (Upper Marlboro, MD) 
Punch List 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.weworkunion.org/english/newsletters/index.html  
Carpenters New England Regional Council. (Boston, MA)  
NERCC Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.necarpenters.org/news.html 
New England Carpenter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.necarpenters.org/news.html  
Carpenters New Jersey Regional Council. (Edison, NJ) 
Union Times Magazine 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.njcarpenters.org/news.aspx?id=678&mu=152  
Carpenters North Central States Regional Conference of Carpenters. (Kaukauna, WI) 
North Country Carpenter Magazine 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.northcountrycarpenter.org/ (under “About our union”) 
Carpenters ; 46 Northern California Counties ; Northern California Carpenters Regional Council. (Oakland, CA) 
Northern California Carpenter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nccrc.org/newsletter/index.html  
Change to Win ; CTW. (Washington, DC) 
CTW Connect 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.changetowin.org/connect/  
Chicago Federation of Labor. (Chicago, IL) 
Federation News 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/federation-news/oclc/4075114  
Chicago Teachers' Union. (Chicago, IL)  
Chicago Teachers Union news page 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ctunet.com/index.html 
Chicago Union Teacher 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.ctunet.com/memberresources/memberresources_chicagounionteacher.html  
Christian Labor Association. (Zeeland, MI) 
Herald 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cla-usa.com/newsletter.htm  
CSEA ; California State Employees Association. (Sacramento, CA) 
Unity 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.calcsea.org/UnityNewsletter/tabid/167/Default.aspx  
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CWA ; Communications Workers of America. (Washington, DC) 
CWA News 
ILR HD6350.T23 C11 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=333750&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cwa-union.org/news/all/c/the_cwa_newshttp://www.cwa-
union.org/news/all/c/the_cwa_news  
CWA Local 1101. (New York, NY)  
CWA 1101 News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cwa1101.net/ 
New York Generator 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cwa1101.net/?p=1133 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://cwa1101.org/gen/gennew.html 
CWA Local 14156 (formerly International Typographical Union,Local 6). (New York, NY) 
New York Typographical Union Bulletin (formerly Number 6 Bulletin) 
ILR Z120 .I614 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4859334&DB=local  
CWA Local 3 ; Newspaper Guild ; Newspaper Guild-CWA. (Washington, DC) 
gLOGg 
Current Internet holdings: http://glogg.org/log/  
Guild Reporter 
ILR HD8039.P9 G95 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=117386&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.newsguild.org/index.php?ID=GRarchives 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.newsguild.org/gr/index.php 
CWA Local 37083 ; Washington Alliance of Technology Workers ; Local 37083 CWA. (Seattle, WA) 
WashTech Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://blog.washtech.org/  
Wash Tech News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.washtech.org/index.php?option=com_php&Itemid=72  
CWA Local 4730. (Bloomington, IN) 
Solidarity Now 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.indiana.edu/~cwa/  
CWA Local 6215. (Dallas, TX) 
Unioneer 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/unioneer/oclc/6923578  
CWA Local 9119 ; UPTE-CWA 9119 ; University Professional and Technical Employees. (Berkeley, CA) 
E-Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.upte.org/publication-ebulletin/index.html  
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Monday Memo 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.upte.org/publication-mm/index.html  
Professionals News Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.upte.org/publication-99/index.html  
Union Builder Communicator; UB Communicator 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.upte.org/publication-ub/index.html  
Update Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.upte.org/publication-update/index.html  
CWA Printing, Publishing,and Media Sector. (Washington, DC) 
CWA Sector News 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/cwa-sector-news/oclc/50742544  
DGA ; Directors Guild of America. (Los Angeles, CA) 
DGA Monthly 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.dga.org/news/mag_archives.php3  
DGA Quarterly 
ILR PN1993.N56 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=5819888&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.dgaquarterly.org/  
Education Minnesota. (St. Paul, MN) 
Minnesota Educator 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.educationminnesota.org/en/news/mneducator.aspx  
FEA ; Federal Education Association. (Washington, DC) 
FEA Journal 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.feaonline.org/  
Florida Education Association. (Tallahassee, FL) 
e-newsletters 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://visitor.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001FFspMhSEL8v9pdegt5GafAvn-6VawWy8  
FOP ; Fraternal Order of Police Grand Lodge ; National Fraternal Order of Police. (Nashville, TN) 
FOP Journal 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.fop.net/publications/journal/index.shtmlhttp://www.fop.net/publications/journal/index.shtml  
GMPIU ; Glass, Molders, Pottery, Plastics,and Allied Workers International Union. (Media, PA) 
GMP Horizons 
ILR HD6515.G5 G57 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1523341&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.gmpiu.org/Resources/horizons.aspx 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.gmpiu.org/horizons/ 
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Graphic Communications International Union ; Graphic Communication Teamsters. (Washington, DC) 
GraphiCommunicator 
ILR Z243.A2 G762 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=327299&DB=local 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.gciu.org/archives/archives.shtml 
Guild of Italian American Actors ; GIAA. (New York, NY) 
GIAA Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://giaaus.blogspot.com/  
Health Professionals and Allied Employees. (Emerson, NJ) 
Clarion 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.hpae.org/news/clarionhttp://www.hpae.org/news/clarion 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.hpae.org 
IAFF ; International Association of Fire Fighters. (Washington, DC) 
International Fire Fighter 
ILR TH9111 .I61 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=370351&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iaff.org/mag/ 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.iffmag.com/  
IAFF Frontline Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://blog.iaff.org/ 
IAFF Local 94 ; Uniform Firefighters Association of Greater New York. (New York, NY) 
Fire Lines On Line 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufanyc.org/fire_lines/index.php  
IAM ; International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers. (Upper Marlboro, MD)  
IAM Journal 
ILR HD6515.M2 M142 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2629514&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.goiam.org/index.php/news/iam-journal 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.goiam.org/news.asp?n=68  
iMail 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.goiam.org/index.php/imail/ 
IAM District Lodge 141 ; Airline Union. (Burlingame, CA) 
141 Messenger 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iam141.org/messenger/index.html  
EAP Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iam141.org/eap/helpinghands/index.html 
IAM District Lodge 142. (Kansas City, MO)  
142 Observer 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iamdl142.org/fa/Observer/2010/default.htm 
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Weekly Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iamdl142.org/fa/WUA/2009/ 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.oraflcio.unions-america.com/newsletter.htm 
IAM District Lodge 143 ; Air Transport District Lodge 143. (St. Paul, MN) 
Air Apparent 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iam143.org/News/airapparent.html  
Bulletins 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iam143.org/News/bulletins.html  
Wired Hotline 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iam143.org/News/wired.html  
IAM District Lodge 190 ; IAM Automotive Trades District Lodge. (Oakland, CA) 
Sparkplug 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iamdistrict190.org/content/content.jhtml?c=sparkplug/index.html  
IAM District Lodge 751 ; Washington State Machinists. (Seattle, WA) 
District 751 Aero Mechanic 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iam751.org/pages/aero_archive.htm  
IAM District Lodge W1 ; Woodworkers District Lodge W1 IAM. (Aberdeen, WA) 
Woodworkers Union W-1 Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.woodworkersdist1iam.org/  
IATSE ; International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employees. (New York, NY) 
Official Bulletin; IATSE Bulletin 
ILR HD 6350.T49 I61 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4229553&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iatse-intl.org/publications/bulletin.html  
Organizer 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iatse-intl.org/publications/organizer.html 
IATSE Local 784 ; Theatrical Wardrobe Union. (San Francisco, CA) 
Theatrical Wardrobe Union Local 784 Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://iatwu784.org/newsletter  
IBEW ; International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. (Washington, DC) 
Electrical Worker 
ILR HD6515.E3 E45 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=7053699&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ibew.org/articles/menu/journal.htm  
IBEW Local 1245. (Walnut Creek, CA) 
Utility Reporter 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/utility-reporter/oclc/4728623  
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IBEW Local 21. (Downers Grove, IL) 
Frontline 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ibew21.org/frontline/frontline.html  
IBEW Local 2222. (Dorchester, MA) 
IBEW 2222 News 
Current Internet holdings: http://ibew2222.org/union_news/35  
IBEW Local 3. (Flushing, NY) 
Electrical Union World 
ILR HD8039.E3 E38 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=319952&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local3.com/?q=unionworld 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.local3.com/thelabor.htm 
IBEW Local 300. (South Burlington, VT)  
IBEW Local 300 Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ibewlocal300.org/blog.html 
Local 300 Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ibewlocal300.org/news.html  
IBEW Local 827. (East Windsor, NJ) 
New Jersey Reporter 
ILR HD 6350.T3 N53 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3903580&DB=local  
IFPTE ; International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers. (Washington, DC) 
IFPTE Outlook; Outlook Quarterly 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ifpte.org/publications/ifpteoutlook.htm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.ifpte.org/publications/ifpteoutlook.htm 
IFPTE Local 17. (Seattle, WA) 
Insight 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ifpte17.org/member_resources/insight_library.php 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/ifpte17.org/* 
ILWU ; International Longshore and Warehouse Union. (San Francisco, CA) 
Dispatcher 
ILR HD6350.L8 D61 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=367697&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ifpte.org/news/outlook/archives/  
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ILWU Local 142. (Honolulu, HI) 
Voice of the ILWU 
ILR HD6515.L82 H38 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=346523&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.ilwulocal142.org/new159/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=44&It
emid=96  
Inland Boatmen's Union of the Pacific. (Seattle, WA) 
Lookout 
Current Internet holdings: http://ibu.org/ (Requires Member Login)   
Ironworkers ; International Association of Bridge, Structural,and Ornamental Iron Workers ; BSOIW. (Washington, 
DC) 
Ironworker 
ILR HD6350.I5 I71 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=351694&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ironworkers.org/magazine/  
IUOE ; International Union of Operating Engineers. (Washington, DC) 
International Operating Engineer 
ILR TJ1 .I61 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=351691&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.iuoe.org/Magazine/PastIssues/tabid/104/Default.aspxhttp://www.iuoe.org/Magazine/PastIssues/t
abid/104/Default.aspx 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.iuoe.org/OE%20newspaper/magarch.htm 
IUOE California State Unit 12. (Sacramento, CA) 
Unit 12 Tribune 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iuoestateunit12.org/index.html  
IUOE Local 3. (Alameda, CA) 
Engineers News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.oe3.org/news/archives.html  
IUOE Local 302. (Bothell, WA) 
Loadline 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.iuoe302.org/index.cfm?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=Loadline  
IUOE Local 324. (Bloomfield Township, MI) 
Engineers News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iuoe324.org/newsletters.php  
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IUOE Local 545. (Syracuse, NY) 
Upstate Engineer 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iuoe545.com/  
IUPAT ; International Union of Painters and Allied Trades. (Washington, DC) 
Painters and Allied Trades Journal; IUPAT Journal 
ILR HD6350.P26 P14 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=317503&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iupat.org/about/publications.html 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.iupat.org/about/publications.html 
IUPAT District Council 16. (Livermore, CA) 
Pride 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.dc16iupat.org/DC16/Contact.html  
IUPAT District Council 4. (Buffalo, NY) 
DC#4 Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.dc4.org/AboutUs/Newsletter/tabid/66/Default.aspx  
IWW ; Industrial Workers of the World. (Chicago, IL) 
Industrial Worker 
ILR HD8055.I5 A52 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=370284&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.iww.org/en/taxonomy/term/591/all  
LiUNA Laborers' District Council of Western Pennsylvania. (Pittsburg, PA) 
Laborers Quarterly 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.laborpa.org/news.html  
LiUNA Mid Atlantic Region Organizing Coalition. (Reston, VA) 
Mid-Atlantic LiUNA Leadership Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.liuna.org/ma/LIUNAMidAtlanticRegionHome/Publications.aspx  
LiUNA New York Laborers ; NYS LIUNA. (Albany, NY) 
Tri-Fund Magazine 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nysliuna.org/publications.cfm  
LiUNA Postal Mail Handlers Local 300. (New York, NY) 
Local 300 Mail Handlers News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local300npmhu.org/local_300_newsletters.htm  
Women's Caucus Newsletters 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local300npmhu.org/Local%20300%20Women's%20Caucus.htm  
LiUNA Wisconsin District Council ; Wisconsin Laborer's District Council. (De Forest, WI) 
Wisconsin Laborer 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.wilaborers.org/news/newsletter  
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Madison Teachers, Inc. (Madison, WI) 
Solidarity Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.madisonteachers.org/Solidarity/Solidarity.htm  
Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association ; MEBA ; District 1. (Washington, DC) 
Marine Officer; Marine Officer e-Magazine 
ILR HD6515.S42 N2742 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2467732&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://mebaunion.org/marine_officer.htm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://d1meba.org/meba_online_newspaper.htm 
Telex Times 
Current Internet holdings: http://mebaunion.org/telex_times.htm  
Massachusetts Teachers Association. (Springfield, MA) 
MTA Today 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.massteacher.org/news/MTA%20Today.aspx  
News Archive 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.massteacher.org/news/archive.aspx  
MCEA ; Maryland Classified Employees Association. (Baltimore, MD) 
MCEA News 
ILR HD8011.M3 M39 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=334997&DB=local 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.mcea.org/news/mcea_news.shtml 
Michigan Education Association. (East Lansing, MI) 
MEA Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.mea.org/voice/index.html  
Michigan Nurses Association. (Okemos, MN) 
Nurseline 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.minurses.org/news-and-events/nurseline  
Michigan Nurse 
Cornell database e-journal 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=6259715&DB=local  
Michigan Postal Workers Union ; MPWU. (Traverse City, MI) 
Messenger 
Current Internet holdings: http://mpwu.com/mm.htm  
Milwaukee County Labor Council. (Milwaukee, WI) 
Milwaukee Labor Press 
ILR HD6500 .M66 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=346015&DB=local  
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Minneapolis Regional Labor Federation. (Minneapolis, MI) 
Minneapolis Labor Review 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.minneapolisunions.org/cluc_labor_review.php  
MM&P ; International Organization of Masters,Mates and Pilots. (Linthicum Heights, MD) 
Master, Mate & Pilot, MM &P 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.bridgedeck.org/mmpmag_archives.htm  
Wheelhouse Weekly 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.bridgedeck.org/ww_archives.htm  
MNA ; Minnesota Nurses Association. (St. Paul, MN) 
Nursing Accent Online 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.mnnurses.org/news/nursing-accent-online  
NABET-CWA ; National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians. (,) 
NABET News 
ILR HD6350.T24 N27 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=320603&DB=local 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.nabetcwa.org 
NALC ; National Association of Letter Carriers. (Washington, DC) 
NALC Activist 
ILR HD6515.P75 N16 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1592391&DB=local  
NALC Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nalc.org/news/bulletin/index.html 
Postal Record 
ILR HD6500.P75 P7 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=371494&DB=local  
NALC Branch 193. (San Jose, CA) 
Branch 193 Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nalcbranch193.com/bulletin_archives.asp  
NALC Branch 36 ; N Y Letter Carriers ; Branch 36 NALC. (New York, NY) 
N Y Letter Carriers Outlook 
ILR HE6241 .N53 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2324823&DB=local  
NAPFE ; National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees. (Washington, DC)  
Credit Union Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.napfe.com/page.php?pid=64 
NAPFE Newsletter; President's Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.napfe.com/page.php?pid=42  
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National Alliance Magazine 
ILR HD8001.A1 N27 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=331406&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.napfe.com/page.php?pid=41 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.napfe.com/napfemag.htm 
NATCA ; National Air Traffic Controllers Association. (Washington, DC) 
Air Traffic Controller 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.natca.org/atc.aspx content 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.natca.org/mediacenter/atc.msp 
National Association of Agricultural Employees ; NAAE. (Livonia, MI) 
NAAE Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.aginspectors.org/Newsletters.html  
National Association of Catholic School Teachers. (Philadelphia, PA) 
NACST Newsworthy 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nacst.com/newsletter.shtml  
National Federation of Licensed Practical Nurses ; NFLPN. (Garner, NC) 
NFLPN Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nflpn.org/news.html  
National Nurses Organizing Committee ; Cailifornia Nurses Association. (various) 
California Nurse 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.calnurses.org/publications/  
National Nurses United. (various) 
National Nurse 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.calnurses.org/publications/  
Registered Nurse 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.calnurses.org/publications/calnurse/  
National Staff Organization. (Grand Junction, MI) 
NSO Contact 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nationalstaff.org/nsocontact.html  
National Union of Healthcare Workers. (Emeryville, CA) 
Our Voices (BLOG) 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nuhw.org/member-blog/  
NBPA ; National Basketball Players Association ; NBA Players United. (New York, NY) 
News and Events 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nbpa.org/news-and-events  
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NCFO ; SEIU Local 32 BJ ; National Conference of Firemen and Oilers. (Washington, DC) 
Journal 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ncfo.org/newsletter.asp 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.ncfo.org/html/newsletter.html 
NEA ; National Education Association of the United States. (Washington, DC) 
Advocate for NEA members in higher education. 
ILR LB2331.72 N332 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3125254&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nea.org/home/1823.htm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www2.nea.org/he/advo-new/index.html 
NEA Today 
ILR L11.N29 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=286705&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nea.org/home/2039.htm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.nea.org/neatoday/index.html 
NEA Rhode Island ; Rhode Island National Education Association. (Cranston, RI) 
NEARI Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.neari.org/Newsworthy/NEARIBlog/tabid/200/Default.aspx  
NEA Vermont. (Montpelier, VT) 
Vermont NEA Today 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.vtnea.org/news/vermont-nea_today.aspx  
New York State Nurses Association ; NYSNA. (Latham, NY)  
Journal of the New York State Nurses Association 
e-Journal 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=6259660&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nysna.org/publications/journal/journal.htm 
New York Nurse - The Official Publication of the New York State Nurses Association 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nysna.org/publications/newyorknurse/newyorknurse.htm  
NPMHU ; National Postal Mail Handlers Union. (Washington, DC) 
Mail Handler 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.npmhu.org/Pubs/MailHandler.asp  
Mail Handler Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.npmhu.org/Pubs/Update.asp  
NRLCA ; National Rural Letter Carriers' Association. (Alexandria, VA) 
National Rural Letter Carrier 
ILR HD6350.P77 N3 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=320679&DB=local  
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NTEU ; National Treasury Employees Union. (Andover, MD) 
NTEU Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: 
https://www.nteu.org/Secure/Register.aspx?ReturnUrl=/unionoffice/NTEUBulletin/bulletinhome.aspx  
NTEU e-Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: 
https://www.nteu.org/Secure/Register.aspx?ReturnUrl=/UnionOffice/ebulletin/subscribe.aspx  
NYSUT ; New York State United Teachers. (Latham, NY)  
NYSUT Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://blogs.nysut.org/archives/ 
NYSUT United 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.nysut.org/cps/rde/xchg/nysut/hs.xsl/nysutunited_15516.htm  
OPEIU ; Office and Professional Employees International Union. (New York, NY) 
White Collar 
ILR HD6350.M42 O32 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=366704&DB=local 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.opeiu.org/html/index.html 
OPEIU Local 153. (New York, NY) 
Local 153 News 
ILR HD6515.M43 A532 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2276362&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.opeiu-tristate.org/  
OPEIU Local 4873 ; ITPE Union ; Industrial Technical Professional Employees. (Savannah, GA) 
ITPE News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.itpe.org/newsletter.php  
Pacific Coast Marine Firemen, Oilers,Watertenders and Wipers ; Marine Firemen's Union. (San Francisco, CA) 
Marine Fireman 
ILR HD6350.S4 M33 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=347945&DB=local  
PEF ; AFT Local 4053 ; New York State Public Employees Federation. (Albany, NY)  
Communicator 
ILR HD6517.N7 C73 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=322717&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.thecommunicator.org/communicatordirectory.htm 
Infoline 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.pef.org/infoline/  
Pennsylvania State Education Association. (Harrisburg, PA) 
Dispatch 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.psea.org/esp.aspx?ID=3582  
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Impact 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.psea.org/pupil_services.aspx?id=214  
Statement Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.psea.org/retired.aspx?id=226  
Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.psea.org/general.aspx?id=532  
Portland Federation of Teachers and Classified Employees Local 111 ; PFTCE. (Portland, OR)  
PFTCE Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://pftce.org/blog/ 
PFTCE Profile 
Current Internet holdings: http://pftce.org/newsletter/  
Sacramento Central Labor Council. (Sacramento, CA) 
Sacramento Valley Union Labor Bulletin 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/sacramento-valley-union-labor-bulletin/oclc/3917449  
SAG ; Screen Actors Guild. (Los Angeles, CA)  
Branch News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.sag.org/branches/hollywood/branch-news 
Hollywood Call Sheet 
ILR HD6516.A22 H55 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3144080&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.sag.org/branches/hollywood/newslettershttp://www.sag.org/branches/hollywood/newsletters  
Hollywood Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.sag.org/branches/hollywood/newsletters  
Screen Actor 
ILR PN1993.S43 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3144088&DB=local  
SEIU ; Service Employees International Union. (Washington, DC) 
SEIU Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu.org/blog.php  
SEIU Committee of Interns and Residents ; CIR/SEIU. (New York, NY) 
CIR News 
ILR RA972 .B93 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1089873&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.cirseiu.org/cirnews/Default.aspx  
SEIU Doctors Council. (New York, NY) 
Doctors Council SEIU Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.doctorscouncil.com/Newsletters/Default.aspx  
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SEIU Healthcare Michigan. (Detroit, MI)  
Boot Camp Dispatch 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiuhealthcaremi.org/union/Publications/Default.aspx 
We Care 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiuhealthcaremi.org/union/Publications/Default.aspx  
SEIU Local 1000. (Sacramento, CA) 
Union Update 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu1000.org/union-update.php  
SEIU Local 1021. (Oakland, CA) 
1021 NewsWire 
Current Internet holdings: http://1021.seiu.org/page/s/newswire  
SEIU Local 1199 United Healthcare Workers East. (New York, NY) 
Our Life and Times 
ILR RA911.35.N27 L82 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=5815204&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.1199seiu.org/media/magazine/archives.cfm  
SEIU Local 1983 ; California Faculty Association. (Los Angeles, CA) 
CFA Magazine 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.calfac.org/cfa-magazine  
SEIU Local 1989 ; Maine State Employees Association ; MSEA-SEIU. (Augusta, ME) 
Maine Stater 
ILR HD8011.M2 M22 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=329214&DB=local 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.mseaseiu.org/home.html 
SEIU Local 200. (Syracuse, NY) 
Voice of Local 200 United 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu200united.org/  
SEIU Local 2001 ; Connecticut State Employees Association ; CSEA. (Hartford, CT)  
CSEA Connections 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu2001.org/blog/Default.aspx 
CSEA News 
ILR HD8011.C6 C75 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2227157&DB=local  
SEIU Local 205. (Nashville, TN) 
Blog/205 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu205.org/blog/Default.aspx  
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SEIU Local 284. (South St. Paul, MN) 
Communicator 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu284.org/newletters/Default.aspx  
SEIU Local 32BJ. (New York, NY) 
Building Strength 
ILR HD6515.S45 B93 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4159018&DB=local  
SEIU Local 4444 ; UGT ; Union General de Trabajadores. (Rio Riedras, PR) 
Mundo Obreo 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ugtpr.org/  
Revista Historia UGT 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ugtpr.org/publicaciones/publicaciones.html  
SEIU Local 620. (Santa Barbara, CA) 
Around the Local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiulocal620.org/new_page_2.htm  
SEIU Local 721. (Los Angeles, CA) 
One to One 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu721.org/blog/  
SEIU Local 925. (Seattle, WA) 
UWP Voice@Work 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu925.org/UW/UWPVoice/Default.aspx  
SEIU Wisconsin State Council SEIU. (Milwaukee, WI) 
Member Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiuwi.org/membernewsletter/Default.aspx  
SEIU Wisconsin Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiuwi.org/blog/Default.aspx  
SEIU-ULTCW Local 6434 ; United Long Term Care Workers. (Los Angeles, CA) 
ULTCW Report 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seiu-ultcw.org/publications/Default.aspx  
SIUNA ; Seafarers International Union of North America ; Atlantic, Gulf,Lakes and Inland Waters District/NMU. 
(Camp Springs, MD) 
Heard@HQ; Heard at Headquarters 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seafarers.org/HeardAtHQ/  
Seafarers Log 
ILR HD6475.S4 S437 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=338960&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seafarers.org/log/  
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SMWIA ; Sheet Metal Workers International Association. (Washington, DC) 
Journal: the official publication of the Sheet Metal Workers International Union 
ILR HD6350.M5 S541 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4205269&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.smwia.org/MultimediaResourceCenter/Publications/SMWIAJournal.aspx  
SMWIA Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.smwia.org/News/NewsOverview.aspx  
Society of Professional Engineering Employees in Aerospace ; Local 2001 IFPTE. (Seattle, WA) 
SPEEA Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.speea.org/Communications/Newsletters.html  
SPEEA Spotlight 
ILR TA157.S44 S11 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=345170&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.speea.org/Communications/Spotlites.html 
St. Paul Regional Labor Federation. (St. Paul, MN) 
St. Paul Union Advocate 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/st-paul-union-advocate/oclc/56509170  
SUP ; Sailor's Union of the Pacific. (San Francisco, CA) 
West Coast Sailors 
ILR HD6350.S4 W52 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=346576&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.sailors.org/wcs_archive.html  
Teamsters ; International Brotherhood of Teamsters ; IBT. (Washington, DC)  
Building Material and Construction Trade News 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletterhttp://www.teamster.org/content/newsletter 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/bmctd/bmctdnews.htm  
Carhaul News 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.teamster.org/content/newslettershttp://www.teamster.org/content/newsletters  
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/carhaul/carhaulnewsletters.htm 
Dairy Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletter-
0http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletter-0 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/dairy/dairynews.htm 
Motion Picture 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletters-0  
Freight Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/freight-
newslettershttp://www.teamster.org/content/freight-newsletters 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/freight/freightnews.htm 
http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/freight/freightnews.htm 
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Freight Teamsters 
Current Internet holdings: http://freightteamsters.blogspot.com/  
Industrial Trades 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletter-1 
Archive: 
http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/industrialtrades/industrialtradesnewsletters
.htm  
Public Services 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletters-1 
Archive: 
http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/publicservices/publicservicesnews.htm 
Rail Teamster 
ILR HD8039.R1 R35 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=5653172&DB=local  
Tankhaul Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletter-3  
Teamsters Bakery and Laundry Conference 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/bakery-and-laundry-conference-newsletters 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/bakery/bakerynewsletters.htm 
Teamster Beverage News 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.teamsters117.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_article.cfm&HomeID=124767&page=News202620Eve
nts  
Teamster Brewery and Soft Drink Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/brewery-newsletters 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/brewery/brewnews.htm  
Teamster Leader 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/teamster-leader-newsletters 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/resources/luleaders/leader.htm  
Teamster Magazine 
ILR HD6350.A76 I61 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2683755&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/publications 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/resources/members/teamstermagazine.htm 
Teamster Package Division Newsletters; UPS Teamster 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/package-division-newsletters-and-magazines 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.teamster.org/divisions/parcel/parcelnews.htm  
Teamster Women Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/womens-newsletters 
Warehouse 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newsletters-4 
Teamsters District Council 4 ; Graphic Communication Teamsters District Council 4. (Carol Stream, IL) 
Craftsman 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/craftsman/oclc/33827804  
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Teamsters for a Democratic Union. (Detroit, MI) 
Teamster Voice (Previously Convoy Dispatch) 
ILR HD6515.T7 C77 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=6852468&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.tdu.org/archive_convoy  
Teamsters GCC/IBT Local 1-L ; Local 1 Amalgamated Lithographers. (New York, NY) 
In Register 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.litho.org/in_register.asp  
Teamsters Joint Council 13. (Maryland Heights, MO) 
Missouri Teamster 
ILR HD 6350.T3 M67 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=319643&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://teamstersjc13.org/missouri_teamsters_june_2010_edi.htm  
Teamsters Joint Council 3. (Denver, CO) 
Rocky Mountain Teamster News 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.teamsterjointcouncil3.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=Rocky20Mountain20Teamst
er20News  
Teamsters Joint Council 32. (Minneapolis, MN) 
Joint Council 32 Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamstersjc32.org/about_us/newsletters.shtml  
Teamsters Joint Council 7 ; Northern California Teamsters. (San Francisco, CA) 
Joint Council 7 Teamster 
ILR HD6515.T3 J65 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=7053787&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamstersjc7.org/newsletter/archive.html  
Teamsters Local 117. (Seattle, WA)  
Boletín Sindical 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamsters117.org/Union_Bulletin_jan09.pdf  
DOC Guardian 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.teamsters117.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_article.cfm&HomeID=124767&page=News202620Eve
nts  
Teamster Local 117 Update: Pierce County 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.teamsters117.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_article.cfm&HomeID=124767&page=News202620Eve
nts 
Teamster Talk 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.teamsters117.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_article.cfm&HomeID=124767&page=News202620Eve
nts  
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Teamsters Local 210. (New York, NY) 
Voice of Local 210 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ibtlocal210.org/newsletter.html  
Teamsters Local 237 ; City Employees Union. (New York, NY) 
Newsline 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local237.org/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=137 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.local237.org/newsline/index.html 
Teamsters Local 63. (Covina, CA) 
Teamsters 63 Union News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamsters63.org/TeamstersNews.html  
Teamsters Local 705 T. (Chicago, IL) 
Teamsters Local 705 Today 
Current Internet holdings: http://teamsterslocal705.org/teamsters-local-705-today-newsletter  
Teamsters Local 853. (San Leandro, CA) 
Connections 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamsters853.org/connections-archive.html  
Teamsters Local 89. (Louisville, KY) 
Local 89 Teamster 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamsters89.com/Newsletters.htm  
Teamsters Local 986. (So El Monte, CA) 
986 Reporter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local986.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=98620Reporter  
Teamsters Newspaper, Magazine,Print and Electronic Media. (Washington, DC) 
Newspaper, Magazine, Electronic Media Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newspaper-magazine-electronic-media-
newsletters  
Newspaper Magazine,etc. Workers Div. News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.teamster.org/content/newspaper-magazine-electronic-media-
newsletters  
Texas State Teachers Association. (Austin, TX) 
TSTA Advocate 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.tsta.org/news/current/advocate.shtml  
TWU ; Transport Workers Union of America. (New York, NY)  
Transport Workers Bulletin 
ILR PN2055 .E64 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=292970&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.twulocal100.org/content/transport-workers-bulletin 
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TWU Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.twu.org/international/blog  
TWU Express 
ILR HD6350.T7 T77 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=351775&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.twu.org/international/publications 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.twu.org/departments/communication/express.html 
TWU Health Care Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.twu.org/international/newsletters  
TWU Local 100 ; Local 100 Transport Workers Union. (New York, NY) 
Local 100 Express 
ILR HD6515.T7 L63 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=6390829&DB=local  
TWU Local 100 Transport Workers Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.twulocal100.org/publications 
UA: United Association: Union of Plumbers, Fitters, Welders,and HVAC Service Techs. (Annapolis, MD) 
UA Journal 
ILR HD6350.P6 U5 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=297510&DB=local  
UA Local 38. (San Francisco, CA) 
Pipe Lines 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ualocal38.org/Pipelines/archives.htm  
UA Local 669 ; Sprintlerfitters. (Columbia, MD) 
Road Sprinkler Fitters 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.sprinklerfitters669.org/newsletter.asp  
UAPD ; Union of American Physicians and Dentists. (Oakland, CA) 
UAPD Report 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uapd.com/wiki/uapd/the_uapd_report_magazine?wikiPageId=1331916 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.uapd.com/page.cfm?doc=UAPDReport&wikiid=2695 
UAW ; United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America International Union. 
(Detroit, MI) 
Solidarity 
ILR HD6515.A8 A53 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1289021&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uaw.org/solidarity/index.php 
Archive: http://webarchives.cdlib.org/sw19s1kk8w/http://www.uaw.org/solidarity/index.php 
UAW Local 1760. (Fenton, MO) 
Assembly Online 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uawlocal1760.com/members/  
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UAW Local 2300 ; District 65, C. U. (Ithaca, NY) 
Bear Facts 
ILR LB2335.875 U62 I92 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1358423&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uaw2300.org/BF/BFindex.html  
UAW Local 592. (Rockford, IL) 
Local 592 Tribune 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uaw592.com/index.html  
UAW Local 600. (Dearborn, MI) 
Local 600 UAW Facts 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.local600uaw.org/INDEX.HTM  
UAW Local 6000. (Lansing, MI)  
Legislative Blog 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.uawlocal6000.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=14&Itemid=116 
Newsbreak 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.uawlocal6000.org/index.php?option=com_weblinks&catid=19&Itemid=122  
UAW Local 652. (Lansing, MI) 
Lansing Labor News 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.lansinglabornews.org/index.cfm?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=Current20Issue  
UAW Local 7902 ; Academics Come Together ; ACT-UAW. (New York, NY) 
Adjunct Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.actuaw.org/id96.html  
UAW Local 898. (Ypsilanti, MI) 
Raw Facts Online 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uawlocal898.org/Raw%20Facts/index.html 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.uawlocal898.org/Raw%20Facts/index.html 
UAW Local 974. (East Peoria, IL) 
Local 974 News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uawlocal974.org/local_news.asp  
UE ; United Electrical,Radio and Machine Workers of America. (Pittsburg, PA) 
UE News 
ILR HD6515.E3 U56 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1374926&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ranknfile-ue.org/uenews.html  
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UFCW ; United Food and Commercial Workers International Union ; UFCW. (Washington, DC) 
On Point 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw227.org/ufcwonpoint.htm  
Working America 
ILR HD6475.F7 U58 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3468275&DB=local  
UFCW Indiana-Kentucky State. (Indianapolis, IN) 
Local 227 News and Views 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw227.org/members/members.htm  
UFCW Local 1 ; Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen. (Oriskany/Utica, NY) 
Steward Update Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://ufcwone.org/combatting-disability-discrimination-steward-newsletter  
UFCW Local 1036 ; UFCW Local 770. (Los Angeles, CA) 
Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://ufcw1036.com/  
UFCW Local 1059. (Columbus, OH) 
e-Activist Newsletter 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw1059.com/politics/e-activist.html  
UFCW Local 1167. (Bloomington, CA) 
Desert Edge 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw1167.org/Desertedge.html  
UFCW Local 1262. (Clifton, NJ) 
1262 Banner 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw1262.org/  
UFCW Local 1500. (Queens Village, NY) 
Local 1500 UFCW Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://ufcwblog.blogspot.com/  
Register 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw1500.org/content/page/title/Newspaper_Archives  
UFCW Local 1546. (Chicago, IL) 
UCFW Local 1546 Newsletters 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcwlocal1546.org/index.php?news=27&link_id=1  
UFCW Local 2. (Kansas City, MO) 
Union on the Move 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw2.org/news.htm  
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UFCW Local 23. (Canonsburg, PA) 
News and Views of Local 23 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/news-views-of-local-23/oclc/33068451  
UFCW Local 27. (Baltimore, MD)  
For Your Benefit 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw27.org/html_pages/new_info.html 
Local 27 UFCW Reporter 
Not at Cornell 
Find in a library: http://www.worldcat.org/title/local-27-ufcw-reporter/oclc/30457494  
UFCW Local 365 ; Washington Public Employees Association ; WPEA. (Olympia, WA) 
WPEA Member Magazine 
ILR HD8011.W2 S47 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4970204&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.wpea.org/resources/index.shtml  
UFCW Local 464a. (Little Falls, NJ) 
Sentinel 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw464a.org/sentinel  
UFCW Local 5. (San Jose, CA) 
UFCW News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw5.org/Newsletter.htm  
UFCW Local 655. (Ballwin, MO)  
Labor Tribune 
Current Internet holdings: http://ufcw655.com/communications.htmhttp://ufcw655.com/communications.htm 
Local 655 News and Notes 
Current Internet holdings: http://ufcw655.com/communications.htm  
UFCW Local 770. (Los Angeles, CA) 
Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw770.org/  
UFCW Local 8 ; UFCW Golden State. (Roseville, CA) 
Voice of UFCW 8-Golden State 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.ufcw8.org/?zone=/unionactive/view_page.cfm&page=Voice2Dof2DAction2Eorg  
UFCW Local 876. (Madison Heights, MI) 
Advocate 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw876.org/Communications/2006editions.htm  
Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw876.org/Communications/2006editions.htm 
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Steward Edition 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ufcw876.org/Communications/2006editions.htm  
UFCW-RWDSU ; Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union. (New York, NY) 
RWDSU Record 
ILR HD 6515.M42 R15 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=349083&DB=local  
UGSOA ; International Union United Government Security Officers of America. (Westminster, CO) 
Union News 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.ugsoa.com/news.htm  
Union of Industrial Electrical Workers of Puerto Rico ; Unión de Trabajadores de la Industria Eléctrica y Riego de 
Puerto Rico ; UTIER. (San Juan, PR) 
Solidaridad PR 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.solidaridadpr.com/  
United Industrial, Service, Transportation, Professional and Government Workers of North America. (Camp Springs, 
MD) 
United Worker 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.seafarers.org/about/affiliates.xml  
United Mine Workers of America ; UMWA. (Triangle, VA) 
United Mine Workers Journal 
ILR HD6350.M615 U58 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=368372&DB=local 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.umwa.org/journal/journal.shtml 
United Nurses Associations of California/Union of Health Care Professionals ; Nurses Unite. (San Dimas, CA) 
Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.unacuhcp.org/media-center/the-voice-newsletter/  
United Nurses of America ; UNA ; AFSCME Nurses. (Washington, DC) 
UNA Action 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.afscme.org/publications/1778.cfm 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.afscme.org/publications/action/unaarch.htm 
United Steelworkers ; USW. (Pittsburg, PA)  
Frontlines 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.usw.org/media_center/publications_frontlines 
The Oilworker 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.usw.org/media_center/publications_the_oilworker  
Pulp Truth 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.usw.org/media_center/publications_pulp_truth  
Soar in Action 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.usw.org/media_center/publications_soar  
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USPA Scoop 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.usw.org/media_center/publications_uspa_scoop  
USW@Work 
ILR HD6350.S58 U89 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=5767026&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.usw.org/media_center/publications_usw_at_work 
USW Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://blog.usw.org/  
United Transportation Union ; UTU. (North Olmsted, OH) 
UTU News 
ILR HD6515.R1 U58 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=315256&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.utu.org/worksite/utunewsonline.htm  
United Union of Roofers Waterproofers and Allied Workers. (Washington, DC) 
Journeymen Roofer and Waterproofer 
ILR TH2430.J6 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1593116&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.unionroofers.com/about/publications-archive.aspx  
United University Professions ; UUP. (Albany, NY) 
Voice 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uupinfo.org/voice/archive.html  
UniteHere Local 2 ; One Day Longer SF. (San Francisco, CA) 
One Day Longer SF 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.onedaylongersf.org/  
UniteHere Local 226 ; Culinary Workers Union. (Las Vegas, NV) 
Culinary Worker 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.culinaryunion226.org/cw.asp  
UniteHere Local 5. (Honolulu, HI) 
Local 5 Members Bulletin 
Current Internet holdings: http://unitehere5.org/newsletters-bulletins/  
UWUA ; Utility Workers Union of America. (Washington, DC) 
Utility Worker Magazine; Utility Workers of America Light 
ILR HD6350.P88 L555 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3389222&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uwua.net/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=70 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.uwua.org/newpage34.htm 
UWUA Local 1-2. (New York, NY) 
Record 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.uwua1-2.org/record.php 
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Vermont State Employees' Association. (Montpelier, VT) 
VSEA Voice 
ILR HD8011.V5 V52 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=329391&DB=local  
Washington State Nurses Association. (Seattle, WA) 
Nursing Practice Blog 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.wsnaweb.org/nursing-practice-update/  
Writers Guild of America, E. ; WGAE. (New York, NY)  
Awards Journal 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.wgaeast.org/index.php?id=180 
On Writing 
Current Internet holdings: http://www.wgaeast.org/index.php?id=178  
Writers Guild of America, W. ; WGAW. (Los Angeles, CA) 
Written By 
ILR PN121.W552 
Cornell holdings: https://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=2908187&DB=local 
Current Internet holdings: 
http://www.wga.org/writtenby/writtenby.aspxhttp://www.wga.org/writtenby/writtenby.aspx 
Archive: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.wga.org/writtenby/writtenby.aspx 
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APPENDIX 1—FATE OF PERIODICALS LISTED IN 2006. 
This study reports on the fate of the union periodicals that were listed in the publication, Current U.S. Labor Union 
Periodicals, which was compiled in 2002 and published, with revisions, at this URL in 2006.  The publication contained 
names and locations for 200 U. S. labor union periodicals.   
The 2006 listing contained 3 errors.  Therefore, 197 of the 200 periodicals listed were tracked to determine if they 
were still being published and, for the journals that had been available on the Internet, if they were still available 
there.   
The 197 titles included 121 paper titles subscribed to by the Catherwood Library.  40 of the titles were only available 
in paper format.  81 were dual-format, with holdings in paper and on the Internet.  The 2006 listing also included 76 
Internet-only periodicals.  When this number was combined with the 81 dual-format periodicals, the result was 157 
periodicals with some Internet content.     
Method 
This study was conducted in November 2010.   
Links and shelf locations for the periodicals listed in Current U. S. Labor Union Periodicals (2006) were checked to see 
if these locations were still valid. 
When it was necessary, the search was expanded to the labor unions’ and their successors’ websites to discover 
revised URLs for the 2006 titles or to find new periodicals or name changes.  If new issues of the print periodicals 
were not found at Catherwood, the union names and periodical titles were searched in the WorldCat catalog in an 
effort to find current holdings in other U.S. libraries.   
Information about holdings and formats was recorded in a relational database.  If previous online content had 
disappeared, that was also noted.     
The 2006 titles were then categorized as either “current,” if there were holdings post-2008, or “inactive,” if there 
were no post-2008 holdings, or if there were other indications that the periodical was no longer being published.   
Because a high percentage of the 2006 URLs were no longer valid, these URLs were inserted into the Internet 
Archive’s WaybackMachine’s search box to see if they had been archived.  The Labor Unions and Organizations (U.S.) 
Web Archive from the Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives, Tamiment Library, New York University was also searched for 
any remaining titles that were not found elsewhere.   
Results 
Current status and format of the 2006 periodicals 
70 of the 197 U. S. labor union periodicals listed in the 2006 version of Current U.S. Labor Union Periodicals were 
inactive in 2010.  This number included 15 paper, 32 Internet, and 23 dual-format periodicals.  The disappearance of 
nine of these periodicals can perhaps be attributed to the concurrent disappearance of their publisher unions.  This 
can be confirmed to be the case for the periodicals from the Paper, Allied-Industrial, Chemical and Energy Worker 
International Union (PACE) and from the American Flint Glass Workers.  Both of these unions have been absorbed by 
the United Steelworkers.  The merger of the National Association of Air Traffic Specialists (NAATS) with the National 
Association of Air Traffic Controllers can account for the loss of another periodical.  Six other publications appear to 
have become inactive because of the inactivity of their local-union publishers, as no current mention of the unions 
can be found on the Internet.  For the 61 remaining inactive journals there is no evidence that their unions have 
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become inactive.  All of these unions maintain websites, and several, such as the AFL-CIO itself, AFSCME, and the 
Teamsters, are among the largest U.S. labor unions.   
The remaining 127 journals were still being produced.  However, there were changes in the format of these.  The 
most obvious change in format was the increase in dual format periodicals. 
Table 1 provides statistics on the changes from 2006-2010 that occurred to the 197 journals tracked in this study.     
Format Active Periodicals 
2006 
Number | percent 
each format 
Active Periodicals 
2010 
Number | percent 
each format 
Change %  
each format 
2006-2010 
Inactive Periodicals 
2010 
Number | percent 
each format 
Paper-only 40 | 20.3% 20 | 15.7% -4.6% 15 | 21.4% 
Internet-only 76 | 38.6% 43 | 33.9% -4.7% 32 | 45.7% 
Dual Format 81 | 41.1% 64 | 50.4% 9.3% 23 | 32.9% 
Total 197 | 100% 127 | 100% n|a 70 | 100% 
     
Some paper 121 | 61.4% 84 | 66.1% 4.7% 38 | 54.3% 
Some 
Internet 
157 | 79.7% 100 | 78.7% -1% 55 | 78.6% 
Table 1 
As shown in Table 1, Internet periodicals became inactive at a higher rate than the periodicals produced in paper.  Of 
the inactive journals, 78.6% had an Internet format and 54.3% had a paper format.  When comparing the inactive 
journals with only one format, more than twice as many with Internet-only formats became inactive.   
For the journals that did not become inactive during the period from 2006-2010, the biggest change was the increase 
of dual-format periodicals.  Further examination of the data and common sense tells us that this increase was caused 
by the addition of an Internet format to a previously paper-only title.   To see which periodicals have added Internet 
content, look for the phrase, “New to Internet,” in the RefShare database.   
2010 availability of 2006 Internet Periodicals 
There were bad links for 115 of the 157 URLs (73.2%) listed in the 2006 version of Current U.S. Labor Union 
Periodicals.  However, updated links with no loss of content were found for 24 of these.  In addition, 79 of the 2006 
URLs had been archived by the Internet Archive or the Wagner Archives.  The archived location was the only option 
for viewing 40 of the 2006 Internet-only titles whose URLs were no longer operational.   
In all, there were only 12 previously-available Internet periodicals that were now inaccessible on the web (bad link 
and no archive).  Luckily, the loss of Internet access to these periodicals was not catastrophic because there were also 
paper copies of the journals in U. S. libraries for 10 of the 12.  
Table 2 summarizes the 2010 options for access to the Internet-based periodicals from 2006.   
Good Links Bad Links 2006 Internet Content 
available at updated 
URLs 
2006 Internet Content 
whose bad links had 
been archived 
2006 Internet 
Content unavailable 
38 115 24 79 12 
Table 2 
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Discussion/Conclusion 
The clearest take-away from this study is that U. S. labor union periodicals, particularly those available on the 
Internet, are a somewhat fleeting resource.  Web-archives have been demonstrated to serve an important function in 
maintaining access to these publications, especially for those that were never available in paper.   
It should be noted that the change in format data reflect only the aggregate formats of the 127 active journals from 
the 2006 listing.  The formats are not necessarily reflective of U. S. labor union periodicals in general.  The study 
reported in Appendix 2 on the periodicals from the largest labor unions is more indicative of the trends in general.   
Data from this study are available via RefShare databases: 
Current U. S. Labor Union Periodicals (2006) 
Inactive U. S. Labor Union Periodicals 
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APPENDIX 2:  FORMAT OF U. S. LABOR UNION PERIODICALS AND OTHER MEANS OF LABOR UNION 
COMMUNICATION 
This study is an attempt to create a 2010 snapshot of the prevalence and form of current periodicals produced by U.S. 
labor unions with 10,000 or more members.  In the course of creating a survey of the union periodicals from these 
largest unions, other information was gathered about union communications.   
Methods 
656 labor unions with 10,000 or more members were identified, using data made available on the UnionReports.gov 
website from the U. S. Department of Labor’s Office of Labor Management Standards and also data available on the 
individual unions’ websites.3
Periodical shelves at Catherwood were checked for periodicals from these unions.  Titles and holdings information 
were entered into a relational database.     
   
Internet searches were then done for all 656 unions.  The unions’ names and alternative names were entered into the 
Google search engine and the first page results were examined to ascertain the unions’ official websites.  
Websites were visited and data were recorded in a database.  Specifically, the presence of current union periodicals 
or mention of current union periodicals was noted, along with any websites that contained periodical content, the 
format of that content, and holdings available.  When the unions’ websites indicated the existence of a periodical, but 
full text could not be found on the site or at the Catherwood Library, other locations were searched for using the 
Worldcat library catalog.  However, Worldcat was not searched for the unions’ names to find periodicals from the 
largest unions if there were no indications on the websites that periodicals existed in non-Internet format. 
This study was concerned with labor union periodicals, but other data available on the websites were also recorded.  
Most germane to this study was whether or not the union had a presence on social media sites.  This information 
could be useful for predicting new methods through which unions are communicating.  Whether or not the union 
participated in social media was determined by indication on its homepage, for instance, Facebook or Twitter 
symbols.  Social media sites themselves were not searched for union participants. 
Another area of interest, sparked by the results of the study in Appendix 1, was whether or not the union website was 
being archived.  It was assumed, primarily from the experiences in the previous study, that most of the important 
union websites were being archived in some manner via the WaybackMachine.  However, some of these unions are 
also included in the Wagner Archive’s, Tamiment Library, New York University more concerted efforts.  When this was 
the case, it was noted.  
Finally, it was observed that many union websites required member sign-on for access to some materials.  These 
materials could include union periodicals as well as collective bargaining agreements, convention proceedings, and 
other documents.  It was noted in the database if a member sign-on was present.   
                                                          
3  Note:  The listing of largest unions accompanying this study should be regarded as best-effort.  There are several problems 
involved with identifying union membership:  incomplete data for any one year; incomplete union names; missing data; etc.   
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Results 
Websites were found for 528 (80.5%) of the unions.  At least one periodical title was found for 251 unions (38.2%), 
and 67 unions produced more than one periodical.  In all, there were 365 periodicals.  146 of the unions participated 
with social media sites.  64 of the unions’ websites had been archived by the Wagner Archives.    
Table 3 outlines the format of the periodicals in this study.   
Format Number | Percent 
Paper only 32 | 8.8% 
Dual 66 | 18.1% 
Internet only 267 | 73.2% 
Total 365 | 100% 
  
Some paper 98 | 26.8% 
Some internet 333 | 91.2% 
Format of Internet periodicals 
Pdf Flash Blog Html Jpg Email *unknown 
224 
67.3% 
9 
2.7% 
41 
12.3% 
46 
13.8% 
1 
0% 
8 
2.4% 
4 
1.2% 
Table 3 
*“Unknown” was used to label electronic periodicals that were available only after signing on as a union member.   
156 of the largest labor unions had a member sign-on option on their websites. 
Discussion/Conclusion 
The Internet is being employed by unions for communicating with their members and the public.  Over 80% of large 
unions have websites.  The Internet was the most popular means for providing access to labor union periodicals.  Of 
the 365 periodicals discovered, 333 had some Internet content and 267 had Internet content only.  However, even 
when the criteria for what constituted a periodical were fairly lax, only 38% of these largest unions had an identifiable 
periodical.   
Pdfs were the most common format for Internet periodicals.  Adobe Flash® was used to enhance online reading by 
simulating the experience of turning pages.  Blogs are also being employed by many large unions, such as the AFL-CIO 
and the Machinists’ union.  Using blogs allows the union to insert video and links to outside content.  In addition, 
blogs are a good way for a union to archive its news pages, but not all unions are employing this feature.  For a blog to 
be counted as a periodical for this study, it had to have some organization, such as by time period or subject.   
For the largest unions, only 98 had paper journals in the Catherwood Library.  Although it is true that the number of 
paper union periodicals as a whole in Catherwood has decreased, the numbers in this study are not comparable with 
those in the Appendix 1 study.  That study dealt with all periodicals in Catherwood, not just those from the largest 
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unions.   It is also possible that the largest unions had paper periodicals that were not part of the collection at 
Catherwood. 
The continued use and popularity of social media sites is a trend worth noting.  22.3% of the largest unions have a 
presence on these sites, but social media could soon be even more popular with small unions as an inexpensive way 
to communicate with their members and supporters.   
The Wagner Archive’s efforts are providing some assurance that union information will be available in the future.  
However, the focus of the Archive is New York City unions and selected national unions.  87.9% of the websites from 
the largest unions are not being thoroughly archived.   
The decision to only research unions with 10,000 or more members for the Appendix 2 study was made because an 
approximation of the whole population could be studied.   Data, however, were collected from smaller unions and 
can be found in the supporting Refshare database.   
Data from this study are available via RefShare Databases: 
U. S. Labor Unions with 10,000 or more members 
Periodicals for the Largest (10000 or more members) U. S. Labor Unions 
Social Media Participation Largest Unions 
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APPENDIX 3:  ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The references below list resources for finding U.S. labor union publications, including some used in compiling this 
survey as well as historical bibliographies of union publications and a few indexes to labor union periodicals. 
 
American Labor Press, edited by University of Wisconsin, United States. Work Projects Administration (Wisconsin). 
Washington, DC: American council on public affairs, [1940].  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1059987&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 A45 
     This publication lists information about periodicals from the American Federation of Labor and its local, national, 
and international affiliates; from the Congress of Industrial Organizations and its affiliates; from independent trade 
unions; from cooperative organizations; from the Communist Party; from the Socialist Party; from farm-labor groups; 
and from other "left-wing" organizations. It also has information on general labor publications and Canadian labor 
publications. In all 676 periodicals are described.  
American Labor Press Directory, edited by Rand School of Social Science, New York. Dept. of Labor Research. New 
York, N.Y., Rand School of Social Science [c1925].  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1058801&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 A46 
     According to its preface, this little book "is the first publication of its kind to appear." It lists publication 
information about periodicals from trade unions, labor political groups, the cooperative movement, and 
periodicals from other groups that dealt with labor. Note that the Trial Bibliography of American Trade Union 
Publications does pre-date this book. However, the publications listed in The American Labor Press Directory 
are all periodicals, while the Trial Bibliography included other union publications.  
American Labor Unions Constitutions, Proceedings, Officers' Reports and Supplementary Documents: A Guide to the 
Microform Edition, edited by University Microfilms International. Ann Arbor, Mich.: U.M.I., 1986-.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1358599&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.T7 A51 
     This is a guide to the microform collection of labor union constitutions, proceedings, etc. that was produced 
by UMI in the 1970s and 1980s. The microfilm and fiche referred to in the guide provide full text of these 
important union documents. This collection is an extremely important resource for anyone interested in 
American labor unions' histories. Full text union documents start, for some unions, in 1836 and continue 
through the 1980s. The microtexts themselves are available in the Catherwood Library. Please ask for 
assistance. More information about the collection is available from its current publisher, ProQuest: 
http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/collections/detail/American-Labor-Unions-Constitutions-and-
Proceedings-19.shtml .  
Directory of Labor Unions in the United States, edited by United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Washington : U.S. 
G.P.O., 1947-1953.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=286084&DB=local 
ILR Reference HD6504 .A15 
     This is the official directory of U. S. labor unions, published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, for the 
years 1947-1953. Coverage includes AFL, CIO, and Independent national unions.  
Directory of National and International Labor Unions in the United States, edited by United States. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. Washington, DC: U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1955-1970.  
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Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=285849&DB=local 
ILR Reference HD6504 .A15 
     This is the continuation of the official directory of labor unions, published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, from 1955-1969.  
Directory of National Unions and Employee Associations, edited by United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Washington : U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics : For sale by the Supt. of Docs., U.S. G.P.O., 1972-
1980.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=286065&DB=local 
ILR Reference HD6504 .A15 
     This is the official directory, published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and covering 1971-1979.  
Directory of U.S. Labor Organizations, edited by Bureau of National Affairs (Arlington, Va.). Washington, D.C.: Bureau 
of National Affairs, 1982-83-.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=286073&DB=local 
ILR Reference HD6504 .A15  
     BNA, a private publisher, has produced the most comprehensive print directory of U. S. labor unions since 
the beginning 1980s, when the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics discontinued its directory. BNA's directory is now 
enhanced with other valuable information, including the titles of union publications, recent changes in unions' 
statuses, statistics on unions, etc. This directory is a valuable, comprehensive and easy-to-use resource for 
tracking national and intermediate unions.  
Employment Relations Abstracts. Detroit: Information Coordinators, Inc., 1959-1972.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=325523&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 E55 Index 
     This book index continues Labor-Personnel Index and is continued by Work-Related Abstracts. It provides a 
means for accessing information about articles published in several major labor union periodicals from 1959-
1972.  
Labor-Personnel Index. Detroit: Information Service, Inc., 1950-1958.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=338754&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 E55 Index 
     This book index provides access to information about articles from several major labor union periodical 
articles. It also provides information about labor and personnel articles printed in related academic journals and 
magazines. This index is continued by Employment Relations Abstracts. The time covered is 1950-1958.  
Michigan Index to Labor Union Periodicals.; Index to Labor Union Periodicals, edited by University of Michigan, 
Bureau of Industrial Relations. Ann Arbor, Bureau of Industrial Relations, Graduate School, 1960-1968.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1806949&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 M62 
     These book indexes provides article-indexing for 41 U.S. labor union periodicals. Coverage is from 1960-
1968.  
Profiles of American Labor Unions; Directory of Organized Labor. [2nd ed.] ed. Farmington Hills, MI: Gale Research, 
1998.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3299020&DB=local 
ILR Reference HD6504 .A54 1998 
     See also the previous (1992) volume, American Directory of Organized Labor. Together, these titles are 
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ambitious compilations of U.S. labor union information from the 1990s. Data are primarily from the U. S. 
Department of Labor, Office of Labor-Management Standards (OLMS). Researchers today can find this 
information themselves from the OLMS's UnionReports.gov site, but data from the 1990s is not yet available 
electronically and these two volumes provide a means for retrieving the data. Besides OLMS data, the volumes 
provide information about union periodicals, industries, and collective bargaining agreements.  
"UnionSmart.Org (US).”, accessed 12/16, 2010, www.unions.org 
     This is an excellent interactive directory of U.S. labor union websites. It includes parent, intermediate, and 
local unions. Links to social media sites are provided.  
Work Related Abstracts. Detroit: Information Coordinators., 1973-1996. Catalog Record - 
http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=352086&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 E55 Index 
     Continues Employment Relations Abstracts. This book index provided access to information about articles in 
39 (as of 1996, when the publication was discontinued) U. S. labor union periodicals. Articles from related 
academic journals and magazines were also described.  
Barnett, George Ernest. A Trial Bibliography of American Trade-Union Publications, edited by Johns Hopkins 
University. 2d ed. ed. Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1907.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1059547&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 B2 1907 
     This is a very early effort to compile a bibliography of trade union publications. It lists library locations for 
union periodicals, constitutions, and proceedings. The libraries surveyed are Johns Hopkins University, the 
Department of Labor, the John Crerar Library, and the Library of Congress. Locations in the central office of the 
union or federation are also listed. This bibliography is well worth looking at, if only to read the names of the 
unions--Granite Cutters' International Association of America; The United Operative, Benevolent and Protective 
Association Mule Spinners of New England; International Trade Association of Hat Finishers, to name a few.  
Fink, Gary M., ed. Labor Unions. Greenwood Encyclopedia of American Institutions. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood 
Press, 1977.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=852565&DB=local. 
ILR Reference HD6508 .L24  
     This valuable reference book provides a narrative history of approximately 200 U.S. national unions. Coverage is 
pre-1975. The brief historical overviews often cite the unions' periodicals along with academic sources and popular 
literature. This work is especially valuable for tracing the affiliations and mergers of unions. 
Internet Archive. "WayBackMachine." , accessed 12/16, 2010, http://www.archive.org 
     The Internet Archive is a 501(c)(3) non-profit that ensures continued access to digital formats, such as web 
pages. Researchers can paste URLs, even outdated URLs, into the WayBackMachine and view the pages as they 
existed at selected previous dates. The Internet Archive's preservation efforts have been very important for 
ensuring continuing access to many labor union periodicals. Coverage starts in the late 1990s.  
Naas, Bernard G. and Carmelita S. Sakr. American Labor Union Periodicals, a Guide to their Location. Ithaca: Cornell 
University, [1956].  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1063357&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.L1 A47 
     This volume contains a comprehensive listing of titles and library locations for over 1700 labor union 
periodicals from the United States and Canada. Included also are notes that provide information about the 
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history of the publications. This was originally a project of the Committee of University Industrial Relations 
Librarians, which undertook several other bibliographic efforts in the 1950s-1980s.  
Reynolds, Lloyd George and Charles Killingsworth. Trade Union Publications: The Official Journals, Convention 
Proceedings and Constitutions of International Unions and Federations, 1850-1941. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1944-1945.  
Catalog Record - http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=1581051&DB=local 
ILR Reference Z7164.T7 R4 
     Available electronically at http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/tradeunionpubs/.  
From the web description: This remarkable reference tool is in three volumes. It provides a subject index to the 
vast literature of the American union movement from its birth to World War II where none existed before and 
for which none has been created since.  
The first volume in the set is a bibliographic essay which offers, a brief chronology of the history of each union 
covered and an authoritative bibliography of its convention proceedings, constitutions and journal titles from 
the creation of the union to 1941. For major unions or those the history of which is particularly interesting, 
substantive critiques of the union's publications are offered, as well, in volume 1. These brief essays frequently 
comment on the political point of view of the editors of the publications or describe the internal politics within 
the unions that were reflected in it publications. 
Volumes 2 and 3 of the set index the actual publications of 53 trade unions and federations by subject. The 
second volume begins with a complete list of index headings. Users of this index should carefully peruse the 
entire 22 pages of this list before trying to use the index since its terminology is dated and some of the subjects 
selected are somewhat idiosyncratic.  
Tamiment Library & Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives. "Labor Unions and Organizations (U.S.) Web Archive.", 
accessed 12/16, 2010, http://webarchives.cdlib.org/a/LaborMovement 
     This archive includes the websites of New York City metropolitan area Labor Unions, selected national 
unions, and other labor-related sites. The web archive includes 64 of the largest unions included in this report.  
U. S. Department of Labor, Office of Labor-Management Standards. "UnionReports.Gov.", accessed 12/16, 2010, 
http://www.unionreports.gov; http://www.dol.gov/olms/regs/compliance/rrlo/lmrda.htm 
     This is the comprehensive and official site through which users can gain access to information about U.S. 
labor unions. Labor unions are required to file reports with the Office of Labor Management Standards 
regarding their activities, finances, and membership. Select "Union Search" to find annual financial reports (LM-
2, LM-3, or LM-4) and Constitutions and Bylaws. Select "Download Yearly Data" to download key information 
for all unions filing reports in recent years. Selected collective bargaining agreements can also be viewed, 
printed, and downloaded from this site. The site is also called the Online Public Disclosure Room. Data from 
2001- are available online.  
 
